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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect 
of teaching vocabulary through the use of categori zed 
word lists as compared to random word lists . An oral 
pretest and posttest was used. as an evaluating dev ice. 
Two groups of fifth grad e students were present ed vocab�­
ulary by cate�orized lists while two groups were presented 
the 1rlent1cal. vocabulary by random lists. 
A correlated 1-test.to compare ind ividual stud ents• 
scores and an analysis of covarianc e computing an F-rat1 o  
were used to test the hypotheses present ed in this study . 
The find1n�s of this study suggest that performance 
of fifth grade students op an ora� vocabulary posttest 
was directly related to the teac hing of specific vocabulary 
words. ·rhere was no significant differenc e between the 
scores of those fifth �rad.e students taught by cate�or1zed 
lists compared to those students taught by random lists. 
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Cnapter I 
Statement of the Problem 
Educators reco�n1ze the imPortance of vocab�lary 
develo pment in the total reading proc ess. "The devel-
opment of vocabulary not only prov 1nes the means of oral 
and written communication, but also serve s to extend 
and enric h experienc e through rean1ng . "  (Gray and 
Holme s, 1918 , p . 1) With, an ever increas ing conc ept 
load and delu�e of information at the elementary level , 
it 1 s  impor�ant for the student to be aware of new word 
rneanin�s that may ne pa-r:-t. from his actual experi ence s. 
Typically , vocabulary t eaching has meant qaving 
student s learn new word s and new meanings without 
enou�h attent ion as to the reason or need for the 
instruct ion. Frequently the new words are not even 
introduc ed. Many teachers rely on student s learning 
new meanings through the use of cont ext. ·rhis s i  tua.­
t ion may be justifiable for the above average reader 
but what about the average or below av erage read er 
who might have difficulty with word attack skills? 
Gray and Holmes ( 1938) s tud i ed tr�e eff ects of d irect 
and indirect methods of teachin� vocabulary as �sed 
in hi story c las se s  of fourth grade students. Those 
stu de nts tau gh t by the direc t  me tho d made signific ant 
gains in voc abu lary de ve lo pme nt. 
A simple n.1scu ss1o n  o f  new wor ds to be u se d  in a 
new u nit or e nco unte re d in a new story h elps to c lar ify 
se ntenc e  meaning and inc re ase r eading co mprehensio n. 
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For example , a new sc ienc e  u nit o n  bac ter ia migh t 
inc lu de th e fo llowing wo rd s& anaero bic , cu lture , viru s, 
e t  c e tera. A n  inte rr elatio nsh ip c an be for me d  be tween 
al l the wor ds u sing a spec ific c ate gor y  (bac te ria) wh ile 
new me anin�s are intr oduc e d  with th at c ate go ry in mind. 
Fo r instanc e, t�e wor d  cu ltu re as d e fined by We bste r's 
dic tio nary is co mmonly known a s  " the tra ditio ns and wa y 
o f  life o f  spec ific g ro ups o f  peo ple. " Whe n the wo rd 
cu lture 1s intro duce d alo ng with the c ate go ry o f  bac ­
te ria, a new me anin� c an imme diately be affixe d to the 
word. The wor d  cu ltur e now beco me s  th e nou rishing su b­
st.9.nce o n  w�ich bac ter ia c an g row. Th is me tho d  o f  pre­
se nt1n� new wor ds th rou �h the u se o f  c ate go ries may 
e nable a stu de nt to le arn voc abu lar y more e asily. If 
students le ar n new wo rds pre se nted by c ate go rie s e asier .  
th en shou ld additio nal voc abu lRry be tau gh t by th e u se 
o f  c �te gor ize d lists? W ill voc abu lary tau gh t  by c ate­
go rize d wor d  lists be mo re effe ctivel y_ le ar ned th an 
voc abu lar y tau gh t by r ando m  wo rd lists a s  co mp are d by ;·.·.-. 
prete st and po sttest score s? 
/ 
Pu�pose 
The _ourpose of this study was to examine the effect 
of teRchin� vocabulary through the use of categorized 
word lists as compared to random word lists. 
Questions � this StudY 
The writer of this paper investigated the following 
quest ions a 
1. Did the presentation of vocabulary by categor­
ized word lists make a difference in the learning of word 
mean1n�s? 
2 .  Did students lea�n random lists of vocabulary 
words as well as the students who were presented the 
identical words in categorized lists? 
). When pretest and posttest scores were compared, 
did females score better than males? 
4. Did the direct teaching of specific vocabulary 
words influence word meaning retention? 
Definition Q! Terms 
The following terms used 1n this study are defined 
as follows• 
VocabularY as defined by a Webster's dictionary 
means "all the words of a language" or "a list of words 
usually arranged alphabetically and defined." 
Categorizen � Lists compri se l ists us in� voca­
bulary taken from three basal readers ( Scott Foresman 
ancJ Company , Ginn anrl Comp�nY.• ano Allyn and Bacon and 
Company) at a fourth ,  fifth , and sixth grade level. 
The words were sub j ect ively cat egorized by this inves­
tigator with the assistance of college reading seminar 
students . 
Random Word Li st s  consist of the identical words 
used for the categorized word lists  and were randomly 
placed on a list. 
Need for � Study 
Vocabulary �rowth begins early after birth and 
is very rapid during the preschool years. The extent 
of this d evelopment depends upon both the genetic and 
environmental variables available. When a child 
enters school, he usually has an extensive vocabulary 
upon which to build . 
Russell (1961) has surveyed .several vocabulary 
studies dealing with vocabulary growth during the pre­
school years. His findings suggest that reading suc­
cess depends on the usefulness of a chtld's vocabulary 
along with depth of meaning related to specific con-
·. 
cepts. .· 
For many words the student �nows but a single 
... , 
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meaning. One task of the teacher is to improve the 
child's understanding of commonly used words rather 
than present too many new words. Walter Petty (l968) 
states that students may sometimes understand a word 
and not use it, or only one meaning of a word may be 
known , or a word may not actually be understood but 
used. 
Vocabulary 1s gained from experiences and the 
associ�tion of these experiences with words. An 
individual acquires vocabular� by hearing words and 
having meaning fixed to them by others as theY. point 
to certain objects, give verbal explanations or 
descriptions, or show the relationships of new words 
to words already known . The use of specific cate�or-
1es when teaching new vocabulary words would seem to 
permit an easier acquts1tion of new meanings. 
5 
Two skills are essential in vocabulary building. 
Tinker ann McCullough (1968) recognized that the first 
is the child's skill 1n incorporating new words into 
his speaking and understanding vocabulary. Second, is 
his skill in identifying and recognizing the printed 
symbols with which these new word� are to be associated. 
Proper coordination of these two ·aspects of vocabulary 
development produces comprehension, which is the pur­
pose of reading. 
·. 
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The purpose of this study was to incorporate a 
direct method of presenting vocabulary words uslng cate­
�orlzed word lists as compared to presenting vocabulary 
by usin� random word lists. Since vocabulary develop­
ment is an essential in�redient leading to greater .read­
ing co�prehension, this study should be purposeful. 
Limitations 
There are several limitations of this study. Firs�, 
the sam-ple consisted of 1.09 students at the fifth grade 
level 1n one elementary school 11mit1ng the generaliza­
tions and conclusions that can be drawn from the data. 
Second, vocabulary words used in this study were randomly 
selected from three basal reading series at the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth grade levels of each series. (Scott 
Foresman and Company, Ginn and Company, and Allyn and 
Bacon and Company) 
rhird, categories were selected by this investigator 
and words grouped with the assistance of college reading 
seminar students. Finally, the reading ability of stu­
dents who scored above eighty-five on the pretest indic­
ating prior knowledge of the word meanings and those 
scores were eliminated from the study.-
i · .... , 
. ·  
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Surnmary 
Research has shown the need for the study of voca­
bulary �evelopment. Vocabulary teaching has to be con­
cerned with the child's actual experiences. while at the 
same time expanding the child's word knowledge. Inter­
relat1o�ships formed between words of a ·specific cate­
gory or lists of words pertaining to the same category 
may enhance vocabula�y learning. When a child enters 
school, he usually has an extensive vocabulary upon 
which to build. Construction on this foun�at1on should 
·be extensive. 
··, 
Chapter II 
Review of the Literature 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to 1nvest1gate if 
fifth grade students learn random lists of vocabulary 
words as well as fifth grade students who were pre­
sented the identical words in categorized lists. 
The research related to this study has been 
divided into the following categories• 
The Development of Vocabulary 
a·rowth periods and f actors that affect 
vocabulary development. 
Difficulties in acquiring a meaning 
vocabulary. 
Methods of Promoting Vocabulary Development 
Vocabulary development is an essential key to the 
overall reading process and a necessary ingredient for 
masterful comprehension. Lexicographer Stuart Flexner, 
senior editor of the Random House Dictionary g! the 
English Language states• 
Words are changing faster today -- not merely 
on the slang level, but on every level. He 
illustrates this statement by stating that of 
the 450,000 "usable" words in the English 
langua�e today, only perhaps 250,000 would be 
comprehensible to William Shakespeare. fToffler, 
1970, P• 169) � 
i 
.·, 
Evans (1q68) concurs with Flexner 
that since Shakespeare's time, the number of 
words in the English langua�e has quintupled, 
increasing from about 140, 000 to somewhere 
between 700,000 and aoo,ooo. as a natural 
growth of the langua�e. 
With this kind of 1ncr.ease in vocabulary, a wide mean­
in� vocabulary is essential to excellence in 'reading 
comprehension. 
One fact contributing to the rapid introduction 
and obsolence of words is the incredible speed with 
which a new word cari be i�jected into wide usage. 
(roffler, 1970). New words can easily be introduced 
by mass media such as television, radio, newspapers, 
and· ma�azines. Because of technological advancements, 
it is necessary to continually update and enrich voca­
bulary development which had very early beginnings in 
each and every one. 
!h! Development Q! VocabularY 
· ·  Growth Periods anrl Factors � Affect Vocabulary 
Development 
Vocabulary growth begins early after birth and is 
very rapid during the preschool years. The extent of 
this development depends upon both genetic and environ­
mental variables. Late in his first year a·baby begins 
to pay attention to the words of his parents and others 
.. 
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as c ertain exper ience s occur . By about age two the 
child can effect ively use short word s 1n short sentenc e s . 
Numerous studie s have shown that there is a po s i tive 
correlat ion between the soc 1o-econom1c status of parents 
and the linguistic progre ss of children ( Anderson , 19391 
DeBoer , 19521 Rosenthal , 1956). There is evidence that 
intell1�ence i s  a hi�hly significant factor in the 
acqui.sit1on of vocabulary . 
When a child ent ers school , he usually has an exten-
s 1ve vocabulary upon whic.h to build . Investigators have 
stud i ed the rate of vocabulary �rowth and the periods 
during which meanings of words develop most rapidly. 
There is evidenc e that chi ldren in first grade may under­
stand as many as 24 , 000 words ( Smith , 1941). ·rhe period 
from nine to fift een i s  particularly productive .1n the 
acqu i sition of meaning. Hamlin (1944) found that the 
absolute curve for vocabulary development from seven to 
fifteen years was so  steep that it resembled a straight 
line . 
. ·  
Other studies suggest a person's vocabulary continues 
to increase at a rapid rat e until the age of twenty or 
more. Most invest igators a�ree that the tendency is for 
vocabulary growth to slow significantly d.uring the adult 
years . Fox (19�5) c ompared the s ize of vocabular�e s  and 
the qualit.ie s of definitions given by persons between -, 
l 
I 
' •  ., 
forty and forty-nine years ann found no significant 
differences between these two a�e �roups. 
Tinker and McCullou�h (1968) state that• 
�rowth in a chilo.' s vocabulary is fostered by 
several factors• reading to him, encouraging 
conversation in tne home, trips near and far,. 
play activities, watchin� rv programs, and a 
stimulatin� cultural background. (p. 1JJ) 
Prov1d1n� opportunities for new, life-like, and inter­
esting experiences is one of the �est ways to build a 
child's vocabulary. 
Difficulties In Acquiring_ A Meaning VocabularY 
11 
·rne complex! ty of vocabulary development 1s further 
compounded by the fact that there is not just one •voca­
bulary" but four vocabularies--reading, listening, writ­
ing, and speak 1n�. Maturation occurs 1n language devel­
opment as well as in mental and physical development. 
There are several reasons why children may have difficulty 
in lan�uage acquisition. One reason may be environmental 
factors, another reason may be sex. remplin (1957 ),  in 
her study of language skills in children , found that 
girls were �enerally ahead of boys in most phases of pre­
school langua�e development . Two fact.ors seem to contri­
bute to this tliff erence between boys and girls. McCarthy 
. 
• 
(1953) explains these differences by pointing out that 
first, girls �atu�e physically at an earlier.age than 
boys and are ahead of boys 1.n most aspects of their 
i 
growth. Seconrl, society expects certain interests and 
actions from girls anrl others from boys. 
12 
A chiln' s lan�ua.�e development reflects his mental 
processes, his interests, anrl his orientation to the 
material and social wo.rld in which he lives. ·Piaget 
g ives insight to vocabulary o evelopment through his 
studies of intellectual development (Ptaget, 1932). 
One developmental st·age that children pass through is 
called •nominal realism" b y  Piaget .  In this stage the 
n�me of an object is but an inherent part of the object 
itself or the name is innivisible from what is.named. 
In other words, very young children do not use synonyms 
when trying to give meaning to words, Brook (1967) did 
a study wtth chi l�ren in the first, third, and fifth 
grades in which the subjects were asked questions to 
discern their views with re�ard to the origin of the 
names of items . Most of the children in first grade and 
about one-half' of the children in f ifth grade answered 
predominantly ln terms of nominal realism. Even at the 
fifth grade only about one-half of the children �ave 
answers indicat1n� that names are arbitrary labels and 
have no inherent relationshi p to what is named . 
Accordin� to P1aget the thinking of the seven to 
eleven age groups is the concrete o perations period. 
This developmental stage is more like that of the adult 
., .. 
lJ 
i n  t hat the th inkin� i s  i n  more l ogic al t e rms. Pi a�et 
u ses the ter m "ope �at ions" t o  re pre se nt me nt al act s of 
i nte rac t i on ann rlevel opme nt whe re by ne w synthe se s  are 
forme d by d i scover y. Attr ibut e s  are not e d, objec ts 
cl assifie d, arid c ate �orie s dete rmi ned du ri ng th i s st age , 
Si nc e �he stude nt s  of thi s st uny fel l  withi n thi s age 
range, the c ate p:ori z at1on of wor d. l i st s  would see m  t o  
e nable a stu de nt t o  le arn voc abul ary e asier . 
Re se arc �  c ompleted i n  the fie l d of p sych ol o�y c on­
ce rnin� t 'he �ole of organ.1z at 1on i n  free -rec all le arn-
1np: 'itl so rle al .s w1 t h  voc abu lar y. It i s  a basic · assump ­
t i on of Ge st alt psych ol o�y th at me mory i s  governed by 
pri nc i ple s of or�an1zat i on. Stud i e s by Bou sfi e ld (1953) 
ann 'rul vi n� ( 1968) h ave provide d i m port ant i nformat i on 
about th e ope r�tion of me mory i n  free rec all . The se 
stu di es h ave sh own th at whe n  grou ping ite ms i nt o  rec all - .. 
u nit s and whe n give n a randoml y orde re d word li st ,  
subjec t s for me d  c onsi ste nt ite m g roupi ngs. S o c alled 
clu ste r.i n� c an be base d on c once ptu al cate g orie s or 
ac c ordi ng t o  assoc i at i ve or ot her me ani ng ful rel ati ons 
amon.,;;r: the 1 te rns. Tul vi np; su gge st ed th at i f  soine re adil y 
appare nt basis for grou pi ng the ite ms was i mpose d on 
the mate ri al s, the su bject s u sed t his ·st ructu re in 
their re cal l .  
Ell i s  (19?2) h as al so writte n on stu die s using a 
......  
i 
• I 
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free reca�l procedure to study memory organization pro-
cesses. In several of these studies lists of words were 
randomly read to a subject. It was the task of the sub-
ject to remember as many wot"d.s from the list as possibl e .  
A sample list (Ellis, 1972, p. �J) might be• 
Apple rea Elephant Soda 
Lion Potatoe Spinach Pear 
Coffee Orange Milk Cow 
Cabbage Seal Lemon Carrot 
Results showed, that subjects consistently used a 
cluster.in� pattern using specific categories in the free 
recall of the words. When there were no categories to 
use for clusterin�, the free recall of words w�s hin­
dered and memorization of the list of words took longer. 
In another study done by Entwistle (1966) it was 
found that the negree of conceptual encoding may increase 
rlevelo.pmentally. T
hat is, second grade subjects may be 
encoding items on sound and �raphemic features rather 
than on semantic dimensions, whereas, fifth grade sub­
jects could encode using conceptual categories� A s�udy 
done by Lappert (1974) also showed that older children 
evidenced a higher degree of clustering of conceptually 
related word.s and that youn�er children produced a higher 
degree of clustering of rhyme related words. 
Some of the evidence from anthropol:ogy about the 
., 
.. 
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r el ation ships o f  lan�age and thin kin �  has been o utl in ed 
by Er win (1964, c hapter ?). Er win st at es t hat t he whole 
syste m o f  c ate�or iz at1o ns c all ed conc ept s  add s e ffic ien cy 
to perc e ptual l earn in g  what eve � is used . The chil d doe s 
not nee d  to rele arn � for e ver y new species e nco unt ered 
but c an le arn to d istin guish � an d shr ub or � and 
for est . F urt her fin din gs by R usse ll t 1956 )  sugge st t hat 
reading suc ce ss de pend s on t he use ful ne ss o f  a child 's 
voc abular y  alon g wit h  de pt h  o f  me anin g  rel ated to spec ific 
co nc e pt s. Con ce pt s  as de rined by Bro wn (1958), C arro ll 
( 1964), an d R usse ll ( 1960 )  invo lve gener al izat ion s  which 
cont ain a number o f  example s in a single c lass or gro up 
and al so discr iminat ion whic h d ist inguishe s t he cate gor y 
fro m  o ther cl asse s or �ro ups. "Co nce pt de velo pment in­
vol ves ac t ivitie s as l abel in �  and cate gor iz ing" (R usse ll, 
1Q68. p. 1)?)·. 
S inc e conc e pt de velo pme nt and vo cabul ar y d e ve lo p-
, 
me nt �o han d in hand , it wo uld see m  l ikel y  t hat t he 
cat e�o rizat lon o f  spec ific word list s suc h as pr esented 
ln t his st udy wo ul d affect t he l earn ing o f  voc abul ar y. 
r·1ethod s .Q! Pro !'I!ot 1n g  Voc abul arY: Develo pmen t 
Voc abul ary is gain ed fro m exper ience s  and t he asso ­
ciat io n o f  t he se e xper ie nce s  wit h wo rds. An ind ividual 
acquire s vocabulary by he ar ing wo rds and having meaning 
. , 
.,. 
•, .... 
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fixed to them �Y others as they point to c ertain objects , 
�1ve verbal explanations or descriptions, or show the 
relat ionships o f  new worrls to words alreany known. 
According to rhorndike, sinc e many words have diff erent 
meanin�s 1t follows that a studen�'s knowledge of the 
mean ing; of words will vary from vague , partial , and 
approximate , to cl ear , accurat e ,  and complete . When 
presentin� voc abulary lt is important to det ermine t he 
specific meanin�s that are to be tau�ht and their rela­
tion to the previous experiences of the pupils. Muc h 
research has been wr itten on methods o f  pro mot �ng 
voca bulary development• A limit ed number.of these stud­
ies will be presented i n  this pape,r. · 
O'Shea ( 1Q30) carried on a study among pupils in 
Q.'rarles five to  e ight inclusive to determine the effect 
o f  int erest in the devel'opment of vocabulary . She con­
cluded that a c hild 's vo cabul ary 1s greatest in field s 
o f  in tere st .  
rhe findings of Gray and Holmes {1938) lend support 
to  the view that some prov ision for the syst ematic study 
of word mean1np;s 1s ad vi!!lable bot h. in the elementary, 
school grades and high school . ·rhey studied the effects 
of direct and. ind irect met hod s o f  t e ac hing· voc abul ar.Y as 
used 1n history c l asses of fourth grade students, 'l'hoae 
student s t aught by the direct method made signific ant 
gains in voc�bulary growth. 
A major problem of teachers of all grade levels 
�s help1n� children to acquire and use vocabu­
laries of sufficient breadth and d.epth to make 
their receptive and expressive language as effec­
tive as it should be in terms of their maturity 
qnd intellectual levels (Greene and Petty , 1967 ,  
'P• 2?0). 
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Many chi ldren learnin� to read are handicapped by inad.e• 
quate vocabularies. 
Dale (196A) states what is known about vocabulary 
development , the teac her can increase nearly every stu-
dent's vocabulary by about 10 perc ent . This growth would 
come , first , from helping the student put into.sharp 
focus those words now i n  a "twi light zone . 11 And second., 
sharp growth coulc't come from helping him master the pre­
f ixes , roots , and suffixes which have the greatest possi­
bi lities for �eneralization (Petty , 1968). 
Dolch ( 1951, P• 73) 1 in an analysis of the develop-
ment of meanin� for words , has distinguished four separate 
processes a 
1 .  expanding vocabul�ry through the adding of new 
words with perhaps only minor add itions to 
mean in� ,  such as syno�yms {sketch for plan) 
2. obtaining new meaning from old meanings by 
. . 
learnin� finer distinctions of meaning {plan 
for a drawing or course of intended action 
that is detailed , and desi�n for a drawing 
. ,  
' 
o r  co urse o f  intend ed act io n  t hat is o nl y  
sketc hed and co nveying an o ve rall idea 
J. undergo 1n� new d irect expe rie nces 
4 .  l earning inc id ent al voc abul ar y (fro m d is� 
c uss io n and reR.d.ing) • 
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Many proc ed ures c an be use d whic h appe al to child ­
re n and d evelo p word meanings. So me o f  t hese proc ed ure s 
follo w• (G ree ne ann P et ty ,  1968, p. 273 and 274 ) 
1. L ist o n  t he bo ard and o n  c hart s new wo rd s 
e nco unt ered 1n c l assroo m activities .  
2. Ke ep list s o f  new wo rd s e nco unt e red for use i n 
st ud e nt s' writ ing. 
3. · M ake ch art s o f  "quiet " wo rd s, o r  perh aps 
�so und ", o r  "happy " wo rd s. (It is e asy to set 
up to pic s by c at ego ries for t his act ivit y .) 
4. F ind wo rd s ann phr ases t hat pro mpt images, 
suc h as "ro aring sea", "d anc ing leaves." 
5. B uild wo rd s  fro m ro ot wor ds by add ing prefixes 
and suf fixes. 
6. Not ice all it eratio n and r hyme in po st er s and 
slo gans and in read ing, in ge ner al . 
7. S u�ge st ide as and to pic s  for writte n co mpo si­
t io ns and re po rt s  t hat will use words in new 
ways. 
a. Play wo rd game s suc h as c ro sswo rd  puzzle s ,  
·, 
s crabble , re a�r an�1n �  letters of a word t o  
make ne w wor ds . 
9. Find words wh ose me anin gs h ave sh ift ed or . 
ne w me an in �s added . F or inst an ce - s well ,  
capsule .  
10� Have vocabul ary bu 1ld1n � campal�ns - le arn a 
ne w word ea ch day, word of the wee k. 
M any of the a bove me nt ioned act ivit ies ha ve bee n  
in cor porated int o  the less on pl ans of t h is stud y. ·rhe 
res ear ch stu d ie s  re viewed by th is invest lga� or h ave 
su � gested that vocabul ar y  ·can be de ve loped by spe cific 
instru ction with cl ose attent ion t o  con ce pt s , cat e gor­
ies ,  as well as t he use of co�t e xt and ge neral wide 
re ad in �. 
C hapter Su mm arY 
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Wor ds a re the t ools of t h ou ght and aid in the 
for mulat ion of con ce pt s . Most rese ar chers a gre e  that 
vocabular y gr owth be gins earl y a fter birth and is ver y  
rapid d ur in� the pres ch ool years . rhe :x:e view of l it er ­
ature sh ows voca bul ar y  de vel opment t o  be greatl y  influ ­
en ced by intell igen ce ,  the nature of instru ct ion give n, 
e xper ie nce and cultural 1nf��e nce s ,  s e x, and int erest . 
i 
·.· 
Chapter III  
The Research Design 
Purpose 
·rhis study was des igned to examine the eff ect of 
teaching vocabulary through the use of categorized word 
lists as compared to random word lists . 
� Hypotheses 
The null  hy�otheses ��vest igated in.this study were 
as follows• 
1 . There i s  no significant d ifference in words· 
ident if ied on an oral �osttest between those s�udents 
taught by categorized lists and those students taught by 
random lists . 
2. There 1s no significant d iff erence between the 
scores of males and females on the pretest and posttest . 
-----
�here 1s no significant diff erence between mean 
scores on a posttest compared to mean scores on the pre-
t est of individual student s taught by categorized word 
li sts or by random word list s .  
MethodologY 
Subjects 
'rhe subjects involved in thi s . study were f ifth 
" 
! 
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�rade students attending a suburban school in a predomin­
antly upper-middle class area. The average a�e of these 
students was ten years and nine months. 
A total of 109 students participated. rhere were 
sixty boys ann forty-nine girls . All children were pre­
tested using an informal vocabulary test spec if i cally 
designed by this investigator. Twenty students, eight 
girls and twelve boys, were not included 1n the analysis 
of data because their scores on the pretest were 85 per 
cent or above, indicating . Prior knowledge of the mean-
. in� of the words. 
Instruments �.Procedures 
One hundred and twelve words were judged by this 
investigator to be an adequate number of words to pre­
sent to fifth p:raders 1.n a ten week period , These words 
were selected from a total of 4 ,785 words using a table 
of random numbers. The words were obtained from three 
basal readers• IScott , Foresman and· Company , Allyn and 
Bacon and Company, and Ginn and Company at a fourth , 
f ifth , and sixth grade level . The sources of the ran­
domly selected words are presented in Table 1. 
i 
. .  .. 
·rable 1 
S ele cted R�n do m  wo rd s. Fro m 
rhree Ba sal Reade rs 
G ra de Le ve l  
B asal Se rie s 4· 5 6 
S cott , Fo re sman ,  and Compan y  11 5 8 
Open High wa y Se rie s 
G inn and Co mpan y 11 16 14 
Allyn and Ba con an d. Compan y 16 11 20 
·rot al '38 32 42 
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A prete st an d po stt est we re ad min ist e red fo r t he 
st udy. rhe te st s  we re de signed by t his in ve st i gato r 
an d re vie wed by colle ge re ad in g se mina r st udent s and 
ad viso r. U sin g a ta ble of ran do m n umb�.rs, t went y-five 
wo rd s we re sele cted fo r e ach t e st fro m t he pool o f  112 
wo rds cho sen fro m t he th ree basal reade rs. Bot h t he 
prete st and po stt e st we re pre sented o ral ly to a ll st u-
1 
dent s to el iminate a ny d ifficult y a st ude nt might ha ve 
·.: 
in re adin g  t he wo rd s. rhe se te st s  may be fo und in 
Append ix A .  
. ,  .. 
. . ...,, 
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After the nevelopment of the ·pl"etest and postte·st , 
the words were fi�st grouped into ten random word lists . 
rhen the identical 112 words were regrouped into ten 
categorized word lists. These word li sts were submi tted 
to t"ead ing seminar student s for review and assi stance in 
classificat ion.  Word li sts may be found in Appendix a. -
·rhe student s were t"andomly grouped into four sec­
tions . Each group met for a forty minute period. on a 
rotating schedule unt il  ten separate lessons had been 
introduced . The development of the vocabulary lessons 
was controlled . 
For those  students learning new words by categor­
izen lists , the category was d.i scussed first or the 
chiloren "guessed" the category before proceeding w ith 
the planned activity . The lessons and accompanying 
worksheets for each of the ten word li st s  may also be 
found in Appendix B. 
For this reason , the lessons for each group were 
written in the same general format , and .except for 
controlled d ifferences in lists ,  all lessons followed 
thi s  general format . 
General Format for Each Lesson 
1. Objectives 
2. Introduct ion 
) .  Word Presentat ion 
' ·· 
), a ,  Pronunciation 
b. Definition 
c ,  Synonym 
4, Planned Act1vi1;y· 
5, Evaluation 
An,.alysis of � 
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An analysis of covariance, the ANCOV computer 
program of the State University of New York at Brockport , 
was used to test the hypotheses at the � • , 05 level . 
Test scores of those students who learned vocab�lary by 
categorized lists were compared to the test scores of 
students who learned words by random lists. This analysis 
procedure was used to compensate for any differences there 
m1�ht have been between the two random groupings, A cor­
related .�-test was then used to compare students• individ­
ual �ains from the pretest to the posttest. 
Summar;t: 
This study was designed to examine the eff ect of 
usin� specific word lists and comparing word meaning 
retention. An oral pretest and posttest was used as an 
evaluating device. Two groups of fifth grade students 
were presented vocabulary by categorized word lists 
while two groups were presented the same vocabulary by 
. ·�· 
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r andom list s. 
A c ompar ison of sc ore s was made betwee n gr oup s·with 
an analysis _of var ianc e  using t he ANCOV c omp uter pr ogr am 
at 0< = .05 le ve l. ·rhe ANCOV pr ogr am was also used t o  
c ompare the sc ore s of .the boys to the sc or es of the girl s. 
A c or re l at ed �-t e st was used to c omp are ind ivid ual pr e-
t e st and p ostte st sc ore s. 
. .  . , 
.. 
·-
Chapter IV 
Findings and Interpretations 
Purpose 
'rhe purpose of th.1s study was to determine through 
the comparison of a pretest and posttest , if f ifth grade -
students learn vocabula�y words better when presented 
words by categorized lists than fifth grade students who 
are pre.sented vocabulary by random list s .  
Analyzing� Findings and lnterpreting the. � 
·rhe null hypotheses investigated in thi s study w.ere 
as follows . 
1. There i s  no significant difference in words 
ident if ied on an oral posttest between those students 
taught by cat egorized lists and those students taught 
by random lists.  
2.  There is  no  significant difference between the 
scores of males and females on the pretest and posttest . 
}. There is  no s ignificant difference between mean 
scores on a posttest compared .to' mean scores on the pre­
test of individual stud.ent s taught by categorized word 
l i sts  or by random word list s .  
Si�if icanoe for each o f  the null hypotheses was 
determined at the 0< = . 05 level . An analysi s  of covar� 
I 
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lance us 1n� the ANCOV co�puter.program was used to test 
the first and second hypotheses. A correlated �-test was 
used to compare individual pretest and posttest scores, 
and test the third hypotpes1s. 
The first null hypothesis states there will be no 
si�nificant difference 1n words identified on an oral 
postte st between tho se students taught by categorized 
lists and those students taught by .random lists. Table 
2 shows. the summary table for the analysis of covariance, 
comparing the postte st scores of all students who were 
pres ented categorized word lists with all students who, 
were presented random word lists. 
Table 2 
Analysis of Covariance for Treatment 
Group on Informal Vocabula�y Posttest 
Source 
Groups 
Error 
Total 
1 
86 
. .  
. .  
ss 
...... 
MS ...... F-Rat1o 
4 . 48 
6708.80 
7062.32 82. 12 
F ,95 
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rhe above analysis did not produce an F-ratio signi­
ficant at the�= .05 level. Therefore the findings in 
Table 2 fail to.reject this null hypothesis. 
The second null hypothesis states there is no signi-
ficant difference between the s�ores of males and females 
on the pretests and posttests. When the scores of the 
girls were compared to the scores of the boys us1ng the 
analysis of covariance, no significant difference was 
found. The summary of analysis of covariance 1s shown 
1n Table 3· 
Table J 
Analysis of Covariance by Sex for Informal 
Vocabulary on Pretest and Posttest 
F·Ratio 
·.·· 
F ,.9,5 Source 
Sex 404. 92 1.69 
Error 84 79.95 
Total 87 7040.55 81.8? 
·-
The F-ratio produced by this analysis was not 
significant at the � =  . 05 level, therefore the findings 
1n Table J fall to reject the second hypothesis. There 
. , 
· ,  
...... 
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was no s ignif icant d ifference between the scores of the 
�irls and the scores of the boys on pretest and posttest . 
·rable 4 presents the adjusted means us ing the post­
test score s for boys and �irls in both treatment _groups . 
Ad justed means were u s.ed to compensate for differences 
in random groupings . 
Table 4 
Actual and Adjusted Postte st Means 
for Combined Boys and Girls 
Actual Mean Ad .1usted Mean 
Cate�orized 83 . 42 84 . 9  
Word Li st s  
Random Word 89. 2'3 87.4 
Lists' 
Average 
84. 12 
88. 25 
The third null hypothesis tested in this study 
stated that there i s  no signif icant difference between 
mean scores on the pretest and mean scores on the· post-
test . A correlated �-test was used to test thi s  
hypothesis .  These results are·shown'1n Table S• 
. .  . , 
·� . 
Table 5 
Mean� and Standard Deviations 
of Pretest and Posttest .Scores 
of Two Treatment Groups 
Cate�or1zed 
Word Lists 
Random Word 
Lists 
*p .01 
x = 68. 1% 
S.D. = 10.1 
x = 72.8% 
S.D •. = 7•8 
�osttes3C 
y - 8).2.%* 
S.D. = 10.6 
S . D .  = 7•9 .· 
There was a significant difference at the .01 
JO 
level on the pretest and posttest scores. 'rherefore, 
the th1rd hypothesis that there is no difference 
between mean pretest and mean posttest scores is 
rejected. Both �roups made significant gains in com-
par1son or mean pretest and posttest scores as deter­
mined by a correlated �-test. The critical value 
used for this test was 2.75. The 1-test value for 
those students who learned the categorized word lists 
was 9.35. The t-test value for those students who - . 
learned. the random word lists was 10.84. See 
.. '' 
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Appendix C for the listings of .raw scores. The group 
taught by categorized word lists had a mean score 
increase between pretest and �osttest from 68. 1% to 
8). 2%, while the group taught by random word lists had 
a mean score increase .from 72. 8% to 89.1%. 
Sumrnarx 
The findings presented in this chapter suggest 
that nerformance of fifth grade students on an oral 
vocabulary posttest was d�rectly related to the teach­
ing of s�ec1fic vocabulary words. There was no signi­
ficant difference between the scores of those fifth 
grade students taught by categorized ·lists compared to 
those students taught by random lists. The-data also 
showed no s1gn1f1ca.nt dlt'f.erence between the scores of 
males and females on both the pretest and posttest. 
I. 
·i 
., . ' 
·-. 
. ' 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implications 
Purpose 
This study was designed to examine the effect of 
teaching vocabulary through the use of categorized word 
lists as compared to random word lists. 
Conclusions 
·rhe results of this study clearly showed that the 
direct �eaoh1ng of specificrvocabulary words W$S notable 
i'n a comparison of pretest and posttest scores. ·All but 
one student of the eighty-nine students 1nvolV.ed in the 
actual study showed an increase on the posttest score. 
Significance was determined at the . o-1 level·us1ng a 
correlated �-test to compare individual pretest and post-
test scores. 
Since categorization or classification of words into 
speo1f1o lists d id not seem to affect vocabulary ret�n­
t1on significantly, perhaps a closer look should be taken 
concerning Piaget's concept development. ( P1aget, 1953) 
When the test scores of the males ·were compared to \ 
the females, there was no significant difference 1nd1oa-
t1n� that boys and girls learn vo9ab�lary equally well, 
whether· presented words by categor1 zed lists or random 
lists. ... i .. . , 
. . .. 
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Imp lic at ions for C lasstoom Prac t ic e  
�t ude nt s  would benefit fr om a pract ical ap pl ic at ion 
of the find in�s of th is stud y. Voc abul ar y  de vel op ment 
c annot be left t o  ch anc e , but mu st be t aught ·and 
st re ngthe ned thr ou gh d:.irect instruct ion and the u se of 
c ontext . 'rhe educ at or sh ould deter mine the app rop riate 
de velopme nt al st age (if p ossible ) at wh ich the stude nt 
is fu nct ionin � in or der t o  ch alle nge or meet the need s 
of the stud ent . Te st.s such as t he St an ford D iag nost ic 
Re ad in g  Te st c ould be u sed t o  me asu re VQc abul ar y  devel­
opme nt .  B ased on th is infor mat ion ,  the educ at Qr could 
be gin ·t o stre n,a;the n voc abul ary sk ill s  thr ou gh variou s  
t each ing tech nique s suc .h as c l ass d iscu ssion s,: c rossword 
pu z�le s, word famil ie r, or othe r ·game s. . 
M ain fac t ors affect in g  read 1ng c om prehen sio)'l are 
voc abul ar y, c once pt _l oad ,  and syntax� Te ach in g  new 
me anings of words alre �d y  k nown as well as p �e sent ing 
new �ord s t o  stude nt s  will incre ase re ad in g  c ompr eh en-
s1on. St ude nt s sh ould be e nc ou raged . t o  inc or porate ne w 
' '  
word s in the ir speak ing and in the i:r wr it i:Q.g voca:t>ular-
1es . In th is way, unde rst and in g of �ocabul ary is 
fu rth er reinforced . 
Impl ic at ion s  W Fu rthe r Re search 
The re are man y areas of vocabulary development to 
\;,. 
., 
., 
)4 
be further researched. Meanings of words could be tested 
throu�h a cloze procedure by taking word lists and com­
paring them to the use of a context as a whole. 
Instead of usin� an oral , multiple choice pretest 
and posttest, this same study could be replicated using 
alternate testing measures. Other grade le�els and pop- -
ulations could be used in replication of this study. 
Another study might investigate and compare the 
reading scores of poorer readers to determine if they 
have the least success with learning words presented in 
categorized lists compared to learning words p�esented 
in random lists . Perhaps there is a specific age level 
for which the categorized presentation of words would 
definitely make a difference 1n vocabulary learning. 
J 
A closer look at the relationship between listen­
ing ,  speaking , and writ ing vocabularies would also be 
worthwhile .  Perhaps there needs to be greater emphasis 
in actually using new words whenever possible. 
An ind epth study of various vocabulary programs 
ava ilable to teachers or instructional methods used in 
the classroom would be meaningful since vocabulary 
development is an integral key to increasing reading 
comprehension. 
\ 
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SummarY 
Students would benefit from an applicat ion of these 
f ind in�s . The� e is  a def inite increase in word know­
led.�e through the direct presentation of words ( Gray and 
Holmes , 19J7 )  whether �ords are presented 1n cat egor1z�d 
word lists or  random word l i st s .  A co�related �-t est to­
compare individual students '  scores and an analysi s  of 
covariance comput ing an F-ratio were used to test the 
hypotheses presented 1n thi s study. 
1 
/ 
. ,  
. ,  
c 
I 
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Appendix A 
Vocabulary Pretest and. Posttest 
. ,  
. ,  
VocabularY Pretest � Posttest Directions 
Directions • After each number below there are four choices . 
I will read part of a sentence followed by the four words or· 
groups of words . You will choose the word ( or group of 
words ) that best. completes each sentence • .  �1rcle the 
correct letter . 
Pretest Sample • 
An escalator is • 
a ) a moving stairway b ) a tall building 
c ) a device that lifts d ) an animal 
or lowers 
Posttest Sample • 
A firm mattress is a 
a ) hard b ) soft 
c ) old d ) stuffed 
----------------�-- ------------ - - - -- - - .  
1' 
Appendix 
VocabularY - Pre Tes t  
Pre test questi ons read orally to sub j ects . 
1. A parakeet i s  
a )  a small parrot 
b )  a pet 
2 .  An ai sle i s  
a )  an i sland 
b )  a direct i on 
J .  A kayak 1 s  
a )  an Alaskan 
b )  an Indian 
4. A celebri ty i s  
a )  a criminal 
b) unknown 
5· Ni ckels are 
a )  tokens 
b )  wooden 
6. To be downwind i s  
a )  to 'be cold 
b )  to be hot 
.. 
c )  a rept i le 
d )  extinct 
c) a passageway 
d )  a church 
c )  a boat 
d )  a tree 
c )  a party goer 
d )  a tamous person 
c )  coins 
d )  tools 
c )  to race the wind 
4 )  to be relaxed 
·"•\ 
t 
r 
7 .  An associate i s  
a )  a partner 
b )  an enemy 
8 .  The innards are 
a )  muscles 
b) ins ide s  
9.  Tread ing means to 
a )  drive 
b) sputter 
10 . A m�lestone. i s  
a )  a hill 
b)  a marker 
11 . Propulsion means to 
a )  go slow 
b )  go backward 
12. Ornaments are 
a )  birds 
b )  decorat ions 
lJ . When one makes a whimper . 
a )  one laughs 
b)  one dies  
c)  a king 
d) a" relative 
c )  canal s  
d)  lungs 
c )  run 
d)  trample 
c )  a distance 
d) unimportant 
c )  stop 
d )  push forward 
c )  money 
d )  Chri stmas trees 
c )  one cries 
d )  one· eats 
. ..... ,· 
�4 . Oversights are 
a )  viewin� platforms 
b)  omissions 
15 . A realm i s  
a )  a kingdom 
b )  a storm 
o )  binoculars 
d) eye glasses 
c ) a  ghost 
d )  an automoqi le 
16 . To hinder an aotivity 'means to 
a )  speed it up 
b)  paint it 
o )  make fun of 1t 
d)  prevent 
17 . When something i s  adjoining it i s  
a )  not connected c·) falling down 
b)  connected d ). angry 
18 . To linger means to 
a )  walt 
b) f.ight 
19 . Publicity means 
a )  information 
b ). activity 
c )  eat 
d )  run 
o )  people 
d )  secrets 
20 . When a device i s  invented 1t i s  
a )  destroyed 
.. ' 
b) found 
'/ 
. ·, 
c )  made for the f irst time 
d) ·  turned inside out 
21. 
22. 
2). 
I 
I 
l 24. 
l 
I 
I 
1 
25 . 
A dec i s ion is a 
a )  mistake 
b)  debate 
Pliers are 
a )  tools 
b) weight s 
Someth ing that i s  s lung i s  
a )  buried 
b) picked up 
A firm matress is one that 
a )  
b )  
To 
a )  
b)  
hard 
soft 
be entertained 
afraid 
amazed 
··� 
. ,  
. ,  
i s  to be 
c )  argument 
d )  settlement 
c )  electric 
d )  metallic 
c )  thrown 
d )  dropped 
i s  
c )  old 
d )  stuffed 
c )  tearful 
d )  amused 
. ..... , 
Append ix 
Vocabulary - Post Test 
Post test questions read orally to subj ect s .  
1 .  To be under pressure i s  to be 
a )  under water 
b )  nervous 
2 ,  Bi scuits are 
a )  boats 
b )  baked dough 
) .  Patrons are 
a )  customers 
b )  troops 
4, Muff lers are 
a )  dresses 
b )  oar engines 
c )  under force 
d)  loose 
c )  horses 
d )  candy 
c )  figures 
d )  cookies 
c)  scarves 
d )  food 
5 ,  When something 1 s  calculated it i s  
a )  f i gured out c )  s pread out 
b )  thrown out d )  cut into pieces 
6,  Conservat ion i s  the practice of 
a )  mathemat ics 
b )  wasting 
. ,  
. ,  
c )  talking 
c.i) saving 
7 •  To shatter something means to 
a) cook 1 t  c )  stop i t  
b )  wear i t  d )  br�ak it 
8 .  When we merge we 
a )  move together 
b )  sing 
c )  get marr1ed 
d )  practice 
9 .  When you have succ ess _you have 
a )  a di sease c )  fa\led 
b )  been unlucky d )  achieved -. 
10 . A dictionary i s  
a )  an encyc lopedia 
b) a book of alphabet ­
ically li sted words 
1 1 ,  Peasants are 
a )  birds 
b )  dent i st s  
1 2 ,  A sensat ional job i s  
a )  well-known 
b )  exc iting 
c )  an atlas 
d )  a way of s peaking 
c )  managers 
d )  farmers 
c )  dangerous 
d )  boring 
... ....  
i' 
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1 ) .  When you are po pular you are 
a ) mad c ) sad 
b)· runny d ) well liked 
14, Your consc i ence i s  
a )  a study c ) your work 
b ) an inner voice d }  your teacher 
15 , When you pract1c� _you 
a ) play a piano 
b) repeat a task 
16 . When you are sedate you are 
a )  sick 
b) qui et 
17. An expert 1 s  one who 
a ) learns 
b) knows all 
18 , A leopard 1 s  
a )  a wild animal 
b) an automobi le 
c ) f i ght 
d } i c� skate 
c ) funny 
d )  active 
c ) builds bui ldings 
d ) writ e s  books 
� )  a coat 
d )  a cheetah 
When something 1 s  threshed 1t . i s ·  
a )  broken c ) separated 
b ) cooked d )  lost 
· ·� 
;I; � 
. ,  
. ,  
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20 . An analogy i s  
a )  a difference c )  a compari son 
b )  a stud.y of stars d )  an illne s s  
2 1 .  Icicles are 
a )  frozen water c )  candy 
b )  snowflakes d )  blizzards 
2 2 .  When you are wounded you are 
a )  helped c )  injured 
b )  healthy d )  killed 
2 ) .  To be in agony i s  to be 
a )  in pain c )  in a hurry 
b )  in time d )  t ired 
24.  A team is 
a)  a drink c )  a danc e 
b )  a group d )  a game 
2 5 . A loom i s  used for 
a)  sweeping c )  cooking 
b) cleaning d )  weaving 
Appendix 
Answers � � � !m!l � Test 
Pre Test Post Test 
1 .  b c 
2 .  c b 
3 · 0 a 
4 .  d 0 
5 · c a 
6 . c d 
7 · a d 
a .  b a 
9 .  d d 
10 . b c 
1 1 .  d d 
12 . b b 
13 . c d 
14 . b b 
15 . a b 
16 . d b 
17 . b b 
18 . a · a 
19. a O · 
· ·-. 
• .• ·1;1'7 
',·. 
�� 
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Append ix B 
Random Word Lists and Categori zed 
Word ,Li sts With Les son Plans 
�------------------------- - - - - -
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Appendix 
Lesson plans incorporated in t�i s  study. Please note 
that the lessons were �xactly �he same for all study· 
groups . The word lists made the only difference . 
'.\'hose  stude·nts. taught categorized word lists were 
first presented a category to whicp all words pertained . 
The students who learned random wo� lists began each 
lesson by pronouncing the. words without a specific cate­
gory peing introduced . 
Lesson Number One 
Ob.lectlves 
1 . Stqdents will be able to cre�te their own 
picture dictionaries using vocabulary words presented 
in list one . 
2 •. Students will be abl� to pronounce words as 
written on chalkboard . 
J . Students will decide on a meaning or the word 
using a dictionary and draw a corresponding picture 
representing that .meaning. 
4 •. Pictures used in dictionaries · will be drawn 
by student or cut from ·magazines . 
I 
. ' ·, .... 
Procedure 
Words li sted on chalkboard wi�l be introduced and 
pronounced by the instructor then the student s will 
pronounce the words . .The group taught by categorized 
word lists wi ll discuss the general category f irst . 
Explanation will be made on creat ing a dictionary . 
Thi s  act 1v1ty will follow a di scuss ion of the purpose 
of dict.ionari es and the arrangement of words in a 
dictionary. 
Ac t ivity 
Students w:111 tak.e twenty-six sheets of notebook 
paper , pdtt 1n� a consecut ive letter of the_ alpnabet on 
the top of each sheet . Next , words will be arranged in 
alphabet ical order and placed on the corresponding pages .  
' 
Student s will look up the meaning of the word in a die-
t 1onary and draw a picture or cut a picture from a 
magaz ine represent ing the vocabulary word . 
Evaluation 
Student s will meet individually with the instructor 
for a check-in of all work. A star will be placed on a 
c�art upon completion of the assignment • 
. ....... 
\ 
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Lesson Number One 
Categori zed Wofd Li st 
Man-Made Things 
1 .  
2 .  
3 ·  
4. 
5 · 
6. 
? . 
a .  
9 .  
10 .-
11 . 
12 . 
13 . 
14. 
15 . 
16 . 
bows 
spectacle 
gaiters 
anklet 
muffl ers 
ornaments 
pliers 
rifle 
domes 
nickels 
milestone 
kayak 
loom 
bi scuits 
d'ic.tionary 
ai sle 
. ,  
. ,  
Random Word List 
1 .  practice 
2 .  criminals 
. .3 • raven 
4. d,ownward 
s .  popular . 
6. laughter 
?. bows 
a .  treading 
9 .  shuffled 
10 . parakeet 
1 1 .  conscience 
· ...... , 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Two 
Ob.lectives 
1 .  Students will be able t o  pronounce �ords as 
written on chalkboard . ( Category d�scussed for two 
of the groups . )  
2 .  Words will be written by students on the appro-
r priate page of their dict �onary. 
) . Working with a partner students will be able 
to act out or pantomine the meaning of their words 
whi le classmates try to guess the correct meaning. 
Proc edure 
'r O  Words listed on .chalkboard will be int�duced and 
pronounced by the instructor then the students will pro­
nounce the word s .  Students will pick a partner and draw 
a word written on a piece of paper from a container. 
Students will be given enough t ime to look up the mean­
ing of their word in a dictionary and determine how they 
will act out the meaning of the word . Next , � as their 
turn comes , the student will make gestures in pantomine 
so the class may guess the mea�ing of their word. 
The words of this lesson will also be plac ed by 
the student on the appropriate page of their own dict 1o-
. ..... 
·.·, 
nary along with the correct meaning guessed QY the 
clas s . 
Evaluat ion 
The students '  d1ct1onar1es will be individually 
checked by the instructor to be sure words were placed 
on correct pages along with th� meaning. A star will 
be placed on a chart upon completion of the assign­
ment . 
Lesson Number Two 
Categorized Word 
Ways of MoviM 
1 .  treading 
2 .  shuffled 
) .  sauntered 
4. vault 
5 ·  trampling 
6. attack 
7. ·  linger 
a .  flown 
Appendix 
Li st 
. ,• 
Random Word List 
1 .  cruc ial 
z . clansmen 
) . flown 
4. bewildered 
5 ·  fetch 
• 
6. stacked 
7 ·  excitement 
a .  resolutions 
9 .  imitating 
10 .  annually 
11 .  ironic 
. ....  
Lesson Number Three 
Ob.1ect ives 
Appendix 
1 .  Students will be able to pronounce words as 
written on the chalkboard . 
2 .  Students will be able to write words on the 
appropriate page of their dictionary. 
3 · Using worksheet p�ovided , students will be 
able to identify and unscramble words and match with 
correct meaning or complete a $entence with the miss­
ing word to make sense . 
Procedure 
Words li sted on chalkboard will be introduced and 
pronounced by the instructor , then the students will 
pronounce the word s .  Students will place the words of 
this lesson on the appropriate page of their own dictio­
nary . Worksheet s will be passed out to the students .  
The student will unscramble the words and match with the 
correct meaning or fill in the blank to make a complete 
sentence . 
Evaluation 
Worksheets will be corrected by instructor. 
-----· ;  rc-:-
Ind iv idual student dict ionaries will also be checked . 
A star will be placed on a chart upon completion of 
the assignment . 
;i; 
� 
. ,  
. ,  
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Lesson Number Three 
Categorized Word 
Word s ·That Tell 
When and Where 
1 .  
2 .  
) . 
4.  
5 · 
6 .  
7 ·  
8 .  
despite 
annually 
thoroughly 
awfully 
solemnly 
instantly 
remarkably 
notably 
,1; � . ,  . ,  
List 
How, 
Random Word Liet 
1 . oversights 
2.  publicity 
) . propulsion 
4.  despite · 
5 · range 
6.  demure 
7 ·  gaiters 
a .  snowfi eld 
9 .  fert ile 
10 . wounded 
11. conservation 
. ...... 
" ---" " - -"��------------------------
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Worksheet to accompany lesson number three . 
Can you unscramble these word s to match tpeir meanings? -
1 .  st·erosgihv 
2 .  c itybliup 
) .  sprouplion 
4 .  steepid 
5 · grena 
6 .  reemud 
7 •  straige 
8 .  delfinows 
9 .  treefil 
10 . downued 
11 . ·  servacontion 
A careless mistake or omission. 
Commonly known • notice by the 
public . 
A push forward . 
Insult J injury , a contemptuous 
act . 
A large open area on which live­
stock graze .  
Sober, serious , sedate . 
A cloth or leather covering for 
the instep and ankle . A kind of 
high-topped shoe . 
A f ield of snow. 
Rich in resources J able to produce .  
Injured J an injury in which the 
skin or other ti ssue is broken. 
The official care and protection 
of forest s ,  rivers , eto .  
· -. 
Appendix 
Worksheet to accompany lesson number three . 
CategorY - Words That Tell How. When and Wh�re 
Unscramble the following words so they make sense in 
each of the sentences.  
1 .  Steepid 
2 .  Launnaly 
3 • Grouthorly 
4. Wallyuf 
.5 •  Lemonsly 
6 .  s'tinantly 
7 . Barryklea.m 
8 .  Bloanty 
The basketball player played in the 
game ----- hi s cold and high 
fever. 
Your birthday comes ----- · 
He ----- explained the plot of 
the movie to me . 
sam ·was sorry he had been 
sick and mi ssed the party. 
The parade marched ----------
Queen. 
by the 
The teacher told us to begin work 
------ · 
Scott did --------- well tor a boy 
so young. 
Henry Ki ssinger i s ----- known 
tor his statesmanshi p. 
· ....  
Les son Number Four 
Objectives 
Appendix 
1 . Students will be able to li st words in 
alphabetical order in thei r  own diotionary. 
2 . Students will be able to pronounce words 
as wrltten on the chalkboard . 
) . Using clues the students will be able to 
complete a cro s sword puzzle containing list words . 
Procedure 
Words li sted on the chalkboard wi ll be intor­
duc ed and pronounced by the instructor. Then the 
students wi ll pronounce the words . The words pre­
s ented 1n thi s lesson wi ll be incorporated into the 
student ' s  own dictionary . A crossword puzzle with 
clues will be passed out to student s for complet ion. 
Evaluat ion 
Cro ssword puzzles wi ll be corrected by instruc­
tor . Student dictionaries will also be checked at 
thi s time . A star will be placed on a chart ·�pon 
completion or the assignment . . 
. ... 
. ' 
.:· 
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Lesson Number Four 
Categor1zg� Word List 
Abstract ConceRts 
1 .  
2 .  
) . 
4 .  
5 ·  
6 .  
? . 
8 .  
9 . 
10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
1 3 .  
14. 
15 . 
16.  
public 
youth 
presence 
practi ce 
ironic 
formidable 
popular 
demure 
ravages 
epi sode 
consc ience 
resolutions 
freedom 
success 
yearning 
oversights 
. , 
. , _  
Ran4om Word List 
1 .  adjoining 
2 .  dictionar7 
3·  expert 
4. genuine 
5 ·  icicles . 
6.  formidable 
? ·  agony 
8 .  whimper 
9 . sensational 
10 . freedom 
11 . intricate 
·-. 
Appendix 
Lesson Four - Clues to Crossword Puzzle 
Across 
1 .  ·To cry with low,. whining, broken sou�ds . 
4. Causing great interest and exc itement • using effects 
intended to excite , shock,  thrill , eto . 
6 .  To be next to 1 to lie close together. 
8 .  One who i s  very skillful or highly trained and 
informed in some special f ield •. 
10 . Hanging pieces of ice ,  formed by the freezing of 
dripping water. 
1 1 .  A great mental o r  physical pain. 
2 .  Being able to act , move , use without hindrance •  
liberation from the control of some other person 
or power • liberty . 
) .  Causing dread , fear, or awe .  
5 ·  Hard t o  follow or understand because 1 t  i s  so 
complicated . 
7 • A book of alphabetically l isted words 1n a language , 
with def ini�ions , pronunciations , etc . 
9. Really being what it i s  said to be • true , authentic . 
".I , 
' ...... 
Appendix 
Workshee� to accompany lesson number four. 
ad joining 
d ictionary 
expert 
genuine 
icicles 
formidable 
agony 
whimper 
sensational 
freedom 
intricate 
Appendix 
Lesson Four - Clues for Abstract Concepts 
Across 
1 .  To dread , fear or be filled with awe . 
) . · A formal statement of opinion • a decision as to 
future action. 
7 • Directly opposite to what might be expected . 
8 .  Liked by many people , . having many friends . 
9. A knowledge or feeling of right and wrong. 
10 . An incident • any part of a novel , poem, musical 
composition that i s  ,complete in itself .  
12 . Being able to act , move , use , etc . without hin-
dranoe ,  being free. 
1) . The acts of violently destroying • ruins . 
14. Filled with longing or desire . 
2 .  Careless mistakes a omissions . 
4. Belonging to the people as a whole 1 the people as 
a whole . 
5 ·  A favorable result . 
6 .  To do or perform frequently a make a habit of , to 
do something repeatedly. 
8 .  The fact or state of be1ng present • attendance ,  
comapny . 
11 . Sober, serious , sedate.  
14. A young person , the per1od or 11fe coming between 
ch1ldhood and maturity , ·adolescence . 
. , 
· �-.-
. ,  
.-
l J, 
. ...... 
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Appendix 
Worksheet to accompany lesson number four. 
Category - Abstract Concepts 
public ironic r�vages freedom 
youth formidable epi sode · success 
presence popular consci ence 'yearning 
practice demure resolutions oversights 
'" 
,,. � 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Five 
pbject1ves 
1 .  Students will be able to ]1st words in 
alphabetical order in their own dictionary . 
2 .  Student s will be able to pronounce words 
as written on the chalkboard .· 
) .  Original story will be written,  in com­
plete sentences , by student using new words present ed .  
4.  Correct list word meanings in context will 
be used by students in their compositions . 
Procedure 
Words li sted on the chalkboard will be introduced , 
and pronounced by the instructor. Then the students 
will pronounce the words . The words of thi s lesson 
will be incorporated into the students '  own dictionary. 
An original creative story using list words will be 
written by students .  Words must have correct meaning 
as used in context . 
Evaluation 
Stori es wi ll be checked by the instructor to insure 
correct word usage in context . A star will be placed on 
a chart �pon completion of the assignment . 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Five 
Categorized Word Li st Random Word List 
Natural Sc i ence Terms 
1 .  blizzard 1 .  
- public 
2 .  ic icles 2.  bli zzard 
) . snowfi eld ) . firm 
4. thickets 4.  sauntered 
5· timber 5 · sphere 
6 . mead 6. tnoroughly 
7 · range 7 ·  milestone 
8 .  fertile s .  concerned 
g.  slushy g. sire 
10 . barren 10.  entertained 
1 1 .  raven 1t .  slushy 
12 . parakeet 
1) .  leopard 
14. rhinoceros 
15 . dorsal 
16.  conservation 
Append ix · 
Les son Number Six 
Obj ect ive s  
1.  Stud ent s will b e  able t o  l i st word s  in 
al phabeti cal ord. er in their own dict ionary . 
2 .  Stud ent s will be able to pronounce words as 
written on. the chalkboard . 
) . Word meanings will be entered int o  thei r  own 
di ct i onari e s  by the student s .  
4. Student s will be able to locat e l i st words 
in a hidden puzzle . 
Procedure 
Words l i sted on the chalkboard will be introduced 
and pronounc ed by the instructor as well as the students .  
The words pre s ented 1n the l e sson w i ll be incorporated 
int o the student s '  own dictionary including word mean­
ing� . A h idden, word puzzle compo sed of li st words will 
be passed out for stud ent s to f ind the word s , 
Evaluat i on 
The hidden word puzzles will be checked by the 
instructor. ·n1 ot1 onary entries and m�anings will also 
be checked . A star will be piac ed on a chart upon 
completion or the assignment . 
-
Appendix 
Lesson Number Six 
Categorized Word List Random wo·rd List· 
People in Roles and 
Occupations 
1 •. criminals 1. anklets 
2 .  patrons 2 .  awfully 
'·�· 
3 ·  aviators ) . c elebrity 
4. scholars 4. episode . 
5 · celebrity 5 · scholar 
6.  team 6.  pressure 
? . surgeon 7 ·  threshed 
a .  peasants 8 .  aviators ' , . 
9 .  clansmen 9 . patrons 
10 . expert 10. ochre 
1 1 .  sire 11.  dorsal 
12 . threshed 
1) . invented 
14. entertained 
15 . publicity 
16. associate· 
Appendix 
Funsheet to acQompany lesson number six. 
Can you f ind these hidden words? 
Anklets 
Awfully 
Celebrity 
Episode 
I 
SQholar Patrons 
Pressure Ochre 
Threshed Dorsal 
Aviators 
P 0 Y S 'r L A S R 0 D E S F 
P 0 Y S T L A S R 0 D E S F 
R I O S E H E P U R O D N O  
0 D U •r A Q R R K J X 0 0 R 
P A R E M 0 N E Y W Y S R G 
U R A L 0 H C S S F 0 I T 0 
L J U K T H E S 0 H A P A T 
S B 0 N N I L U G F B E P T 
I Y L A W F E R E X S T D E 
0 S I D M O  B E E R S J X N 
N R A T R A R E Y L H T M A  
R 0 S T H E I 0 R P A C U S 
E 0 A V I A T 0 R S 0 B 0 T 
F P R E 'r T Y L L U F W A Y" 
S A L A D M Y E Q B S T .It M 
Y 0 P N D E H S E R ,H S T I 
·�. 
:�. 
· .·) 
. ,  
Appendix 
Funsheet to accompany lesson number six . 
CategorY - People in Roles and Occupations 
Can you f 1na these hid�en wo1ds? 
Criminals 
Patrons 
•via tors 
Scholars 
Celebrity 
Team 
Surgeon 
Peasants 
Clansmen 
Expert 
Sire 
Threshed 
Invented 
Entertained 
Publ1o.it7 
A�soc1ate 
F S A L A D M Y E Q R S T A M 
O B A S L A N I M I R C A M 'l'  
R A W S A. R G E 0 S U Y V Y L 
G L L B .S H A S W T E P I T Y 
O L Y U C O F J Y N X A A I E 
T 0 T C H Z C 0 T A P T T R H 
T F I L 0 W A B I S E 0 0 B 0 
E Y C A L F G H T A R R H E M  
N O  I N A K I M A E T S S L A 
A U L S R V H Y T P C E F E B 
S H B M S U H G E 0 N R G C S 
T S U E S  D E ·T N E V I H 0 E 
Y 0 P N D E H S E H H S T I N 
A D  R Q F P A T . R 0 N S B K T 
R· M 0 F F I C E  A P R  O NN S U 
.......... 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Seven 
ObJectives 
1 .  Student will be able to list words in 
alphabet ical order in their. own dictionary. 
2 .  Students. will be able �o pronotince words as 
written on the chalkboard. 
J . Students will be . able t� develop crossword 
puzzles clues using standard dict'iona17 meanings for 
li st words . .. 
4. Us ing graph paper students will. be able to 
create various hidd�n word puzzles incorporating list 
word.s . 
Procedure 
Words l i sted on the chalkboard will pe introduced 
and pronounced by the instructor. Then the students 
will pronounce the words . The words of thi s lesson 
will be listed alphabetically in the students '  own 
dictionary. Students will select teams to work with 
( no more than four students per team ) . Graph paper 
will be passed out . The instructor will demonstrate 
how a crossword �uzzle i s  constructed .  A helpful 
. , ., 
. ....  
su�gest ion to students i s  to use. the longest word of 
their list first . After a crossword puzzle has been 
set up on graph paper the students will be able to 
number words and write the clues obtained from a 
standard dictionary . Using th� reverse side or the 
graph paper the students will create their own hidden 
word puzzle s .  These puzzles will then be collected 
and typed and presented as the ' next lesson for the 
group of students learnin.g the same list word s .  ( In 
other words , the two groups of students learning the 
categorized word l i st made the puzzles for each 
other , while the two groups learning the random word 
list exchanged their puzzles . ) 
Evaluat ion 
All puzzles will be collected by the instructor. 
A star for each student who participated on the team 
will be placed on the chart . 
. , . .  
• j 
...... 
. . 
Lesson Number Eight 
Ob.1 ect1ves 
Appendix 
1 .  Students will be able to li st words in 
alphabetical order in their own dictionary. 
2 .  Students will be able to pronounce words 
as wri tten on the chalkboard . 
) .  Students will be . able to exchange and com­
plete crossword puzzles and hidden word puzzles 
created in the prior lesson. 
Procedure 
Words l isted on the chalkboard will be intro-
duced and pronounced by the instructor, then the 
student will pronounce the words . The words pre­
sented in this lesson will be incorporated into the 
students '  own dictionary • The instructor w111 pass 
out funsheet s containing crossword puzzles and 
hidden word puzzles constructed in lesson seven. 
Evaluation 
Both the cro ssword puzzles and hidden word puzzles 
will be corrected by the instructo�. A star will be. 
placed on a char� upon completion or the assignment • 
:'? 
• ;  .
. , 
. ..... 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Seven and Eight 
Categorized Word Lisi 
Things That You Do 
1 .  fetch 
2 .  imitating 
) . slung 
4. groan 
s . shatter 
6 .  merge 
? . hinder 
a .  whimper 
Random Word 'List $ 
1 . mufflers 
2 .  nl.ckels 
) . presence 
4. aisle 
s. te2.1D 
6 .  spectacles 
? . barren 
a .  analogy 
9. hinder 
10 . pli ers 
11 . linger 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Seven and Eight 
Categorized Word List 
Math and Physical 
1 .  
2 .  
) . 
4 .  
5· 
6 .  
7 · 
a .  
Sc ience Terms 
analogy 
sphere 
calculated 
adjoining 
oruc,.al 
propulsion 
pressure 
realm 
-'? . ,  .. , 
.. 
.' 
Random Word L�st 
1 .  trampling 
2 .  youth 
3 ·  kayak 
4. groan 
5 · shatter 
6 .  loom 
7 · sedate 
a .  attack 
9 ·  rhinoceros 
10 . remarkably 
11.  notably 
. .. ,\ 
Appendix 
Puzzles for Group A 
Category - Things That You Do 
Can you find these words in the various puzzles that 
Group B has made for 1ou? 
fetch 
imitating 
slung 
Puzzle 1 
groan hinder 
shatter whimper 
merge 
W A H M F S T H Y X E C Q V A H E 
H A C D F E T C H N T Q T I G C A 
I F G K 0 A H C V N .A 0 B G N S N 
M E R G E S S I L B U S N A I E R 
P R Z K E U L G N· I N I T A I N E 
E E U J B C U N A N T C L U V R D 
R T Y X A ·r N S N A T D E M E V N 
H T D 0 A P G P T A E A J P I M I 
I A Q Q E I N I P N A V M N C A H 
A H Z R S J M A C T L I Q V E D G 
A S Y S U I H V K L N S J Q E I L 
E M X U T B S S Y W I F F U C C I 
Z N Z J E S X Y Z Q W N C A N S N 
L p ·p B D B  M A I N E S H I  Q L R 
B Q a· n E C C J J L A N D  A S S  0 
A L O D D A S S N A S S E X A U N  
Puzzle 2 
I D M S W X X Q A C A B V 
I B S L I N S P I Q R P S 
M Q U W A W A B A W N A M 
I M B W T N I S H I P M B 
H V W D A I I L S Q R L P 
L X Y G L O H Q M f i P L  
N E G R E M N I M P P I M 
D Z Y 0 H S L 0 N G E R S 
E R A A M L Z X Y Z U R O  
M 0 U N T N Z R L R R 0 L 
B U M P S L E F R R E M U  
B G Q R S D T V E E L Z M 
M E N  G N Y H- u  R T C B A 
I L 0 I S 0 I S A T C H 0 
q L H 0 I B Y T 0 R N H Y 
K 0 C M S Y L R M N 0 G 0 
E S H C L 0 0 L A S W H U 
Y T 0 H G N U L S C H 0 Y 
M B T U R Y 0 K S I N W F 
0 U H R 0 A A I T A I S N 
U 0 I R F R G E T Y E Y 0 
S 0 P Y E C N U D S 0 0 I 
E F 0 L M U G· Y 0 N U T S 
D 0 N A L 0 0 U C K C P 0 
Puzzle 3 
R E P M I H W H Q U X Y P M 
I D E F D M P H Z E A 0 N B 
C N I L M A I C H A R B A U 
G N U L S H A 'r T E R N C P 
0 L N E I X 0 E A W M A N H 
S C 0 N V E R F I T N G A T 
E V D 0 L S C I T A I M 0 E 
L E 0 K S 0 Y 0 R T N N R A 
R � A M E L O V E M E R G E  
.., 
I 
' I  . .  
... 
· -. 
Puzzle 4 
K P G Q Z S H A T T 0 R H Y Q B A M 
P 0 R N T N U T L R E W B N L H C L 
N Q 0 Y I A S E A X Y S H A T T E R 
Z L A S K T S J K G' L I M N 0 P T 0 
S A N Z A E A P W x· N M S L U G  L 0 
E S T R I F F T N V V U U S C Y , P  P 
N I P Y T E A L I W X E L Q X X Z U 
Z Y K E G R E M M M R T S S Z X 0 M 
X F .E T C H Y M p· Q I H X Z H .N S B 
Y S T U V Y X Z E T A M P E R P T W 
D D E  I V  W T . X R , E P M  I H W L N A 
E D R E D N I H S R 0 E X P T Q 0 D 
T E D E R H Y Z Z Z Z Z R Y X 0 R P 
R T T F D P S H E 'r R G G S I R T C 
A B C  R C N � H A T · E E R . S T U N  T 
�; � 
".•, 
�� 
� ....... , 
Appendix 
Crossword Puzzles for Group A 
CategorY - Things That You Do 
Puzzle #1 
Across 
1 .  To follow as a pattern or 
model 1 to copy .  
3 .  Past tense of sling 1 to 
throw . 
�. To go and get a to go for 
and bring back. 
6 .  To make a deep, moaning 
sound .  
Down 
2 .  To keep back or behind 1 to 
prevent start ing , moving,  
acting, etc . 
) .  To cause something to be 
absorbed into something 
else . 
4. To cry in a low, whining 
vo1ce.  
5 .  To break violently into 
many pieo.es 1 smash. 
� 
. .. 
. ' 
Puzzle 
Across 
1 . To 
3 ·  To 
S •  To 
7 ·  To 
·!29Jm 
2 .  To 
4.  To 
6 .  To 
a .  To 
1/2 
copy someones actions . 
break into pieces . 
go together. 
prevent something. 
moan about something . 
whine about someth�ng. 
retrieve something .  
throw something . 
. , . ,  
...... 
Puzzle #j 
Across 
. 
1 .  To cry out . 
j ,  Two things that come together. 
5 ·  To throw in the. past tense . 
6 .  To go get . 
7 ·  To copy, 
122!m· 
2 ,  To prevent . 
4. To moan. 
5· To break, 
., 
·' 
·-. 
Puzzle #4 
Across 
1 .  To copy . 
) . To moan . 
5 ·  A kind of breaking. 
7 · A kind of crying . 
1!rum 
2 .  To meet . 
4. To bring back. 
6 .  To stop. 
8 ,  To throw 1n the past tense . 
. .. _.., 
Appendix 
Puzzles for Group B 
Cat egorY - Math and PhYsical ·sc ience Terms 
Can you f ind these words in the various puzzles that 
Group A has made for you? 
analogy 
sphere 
calculated 
Puzzle #1 
ad joining 
cruc ial 
propulsion 
Q 0 K A T H L E E N E Z X N 
F S R D L B Q U M X N Y 0 Z: 
T G N Y Z K T V W Y L I M U 
E T N G H J P R E S S U R E 
T A P I I Q C W P L F M R S 
U D D H N W G X U P V N Y N 
0 E G C X I F P D L 0 U 0 L 
O T Q B V Y O X L Z W E B O 
S A G P A R Z J T U S S N S 
N L U H P E D K D M U P V R 
H U F T R J F A N A L Q G Y  
E C H I E D G K L L T M N O  
A L R L A I C U R C H S C K 
H A I S L K L K C I M 0 Y I 
G G B 0 M C E J 0 Q S R r M 
A F D J H ·r Q � g R � ff P S 
pressure 
• realm 1 
., 
Puz?;le #2 . 
E H E F T S A E A X X Y P H E M E A L L W H  
F A R E Z 0 A N S S E R H E 0 B P R V E X J 
. L P E R Q U T N P H P C S A B X A C Z P B P 
S S H E A N S H A L N R E R S I B H W X V R 
T H S E N A A P E L N E R A S T R A S S P 0 
Z A P S C S Q T P P G G W S U V U W R A X U 
V V T S N T C P 0 J R T Y R B S U S E Q Y � 
V E A C L M D N X 0 J 0 Q E R T U R W Y G S 
R E A A A X  A D  J 0 I N  I N  G B P  A I N  G I 
W W P L I P A B' C Z U X A U  I U W R I N G 0 
C H Y E C A N A E W Y G F L K S H � G A Y N  
L L D K U L S M A  T P H  Z 0 0 G Z - X Q W Y C 
M L A E R T E W Y R Q C S D E T A L U C L A 
A B Z X c·  S. E D S D R  T L A  V V X 0 C L L A  
A J A H P A S D D B B R I K G N I O O E F E  
Puzzle #J 
I S L H Q R P K E A I J A R J M L I C D 
A N A D J 0 I N I · · N  G B H D B Y W E  E D 
N. T L N R E A M N S Z K N P L Z Z T J T 
P Q U R A C K A F F Y P R K Y C A D P T 
J M L R R L L N 0 R R E A M  T L 0 V. N R 
C A N A L 0 0 M W E P R 0 P U L S I 0 N 
T A N K P P K G V R R X U C C T U V.' W X 
C G G R E A D L U A E 0 L Y Z S M L L R 
P Q A I C U R C L P S A E Q D Q R 0 0 N 
P N R E A D E T U G C Q U I E K G U I C 
E T L E T A C I N J E K P S S R H Q P S 
R A T I L D L I M N 0 U T N T V X Y Z P 
U N M I N D N C T M I N D L E Z U R A N 
S R R E A  I J S P H R ,E E I L R Y S V N 
S J L 0 0 P R E  A G I ' N A T  H U E  R R A 
E K I J N 0 L A U R . E L J 0 R I D P E R 
R P D K P L I N D Y J C E ' Y N 0 .U Y E C 
P A S N R E A L M R E G I N A P S P B B 
L Y Y S O R R Y Y M E K A T . S I � O K A 
;1;. � . ,  
. ,  
' ··-. 
Puzzle # 4 
C P H G E B A D J 0 I N I N G S 
R R I J P C M E T Z O X P Q R O  
Y 0 K L S C Z N S P W N X 0 K P 
C P M N P R E P R E S S U R E Q 
0 U C P H A H A A D J 0 I N I N 
I L Q R. Y E 0 L P 0 J ·p L I Q Z� 
N S S T R 0 E A X A B C D E K V 
S I U E Z X C A L C U L A T E D 
X 0 V W X X 0 N P R E T T Y T E 
Z N F Q G H B Q J I L K M N A M 
C R U C I A L L M R B Y X 0 L L 
P C E Y Q 0 X 0 X Q V F Q A S P 
N U W P H  H S A. U T P D E E  K A 
L S P Y E L S P T U X R E P E L  
:� ··", 
'""""• 
Appendix 
Cro ssword Puzzles for Group B 
CategorY - Math and PhYsical Science Terms 
Puzzle #1 
Across 
1 ,  A likeness between twa things quite different in 
there natures .  
3 •  A f igure so shaped th�t every point on its surface 
is equal di stance from the center of the f i�ure . 
6 .  
7 · 
a .  
I 
To lie or be situated so as tQ touch. 
Important a decisive . 
A bearing down upon 1 forc e ,  
2 , A force or power that drives or urges forward. 
4.  Any region or stat e .  
To figure out by arithmetic . 
b .----r---r-�--,-,__.,...--.---{ 
.1? I 
';;>; •. t--f---L..--L__.:__...__,_..J 
Puzzle # 2 
Across  
1 .  Act or process of ·propelling . 
J • To find out by adding , subtracting , multipl�ing , 
or d.iv1ding. 
5 · A region ruled by a king. 
6 . Important or necessary . 
1 .  A pressing or bearing _ down upon , a forc e .  
2 .  A likeness between two things and the ir nature . 
4. Any globe or ball sh�ped body such as the moon or 
a star. 
Together or connected together. � 
. . .  
Puzzle #J 
Across 
1 . Two things together. 
2 ,  To push forward . 
J ,  A small area or kingdom. 
4 , To find out by adding , subtracting,  aultiplying, 
or dividing , 
5 .  A round ball.  
l22lm 
1 .  To exe�t a force ,  
2 .  A likeness  between two things quite d1fferent , in 
their nature . 
) .  Very important .-
. ..... 
s 
Appendix 
Puzzles for Group C 
Can you find these words in the various puzzles that 
Group D nas made for you? 
trampling shatter 
youth loom 
kayak sedate 
groan attack 
Puzzle t/_1 
T R A M P L I N G R 0 A N L L 
H P R A M 0 0 L N E S P Q K L 
W Y Z L P 0 Y 0 0 M I A E L I 
X K t A T T A L M A "E A L I  I 
Y M P K M P T L S R E N 0 U K 
L N R L N Q V S K � S M E I S 
M 0 E E 0 R Y P P A P P ·l A 0 
Q P R T E S W R Q B Y Q Q 0 R 
P L E A A 0 U M S L H A I E E 
U R T L I H T U 0 Y E R K L C 
L A T L 0 R P E P R P S 0 M 0 
E P A O A L L E Y L B A T O N  
A Q H H L E P A L P E T U A I 
I S S E D A T E M R S U E I H 
A C B D H .B S T R Q U P L E B  
rhinoceros 
remarkably 
notabl7 
... ...... 
Puzzle #2 
S . H Y M N A 0 R G 0 S V 
L T S L A N D A K C 0 R 
Y U R .F B E I J A H R E 
B 0 K A L 0 M I Y M E M 
M Y P R M A T 0 A N C A 
T P Q E T P T 0 K M 0 R 
A R S T A K L T N T N K 
Y D A T N A I I R W I A  
A C U A A D E S N S H B 
K E V H R U R U T G R L  
P R W S E D A T E B T Y 
Puzzle #3 
L M P Q A D  B S V X Y Z A ' B B U Y 0 Z E A Z '  
G R H I N 0 C K K L B C A V W A K L 0 E M 0 
J S H A T T E R . B  L A  V Z B T R Q B L Y Y A 
T T J P L R Y A S  A R S H A T . E 0 M H Z Z Z 
P R 0 N N A Z L A R Y U Z T W Y V W C Y A K 
R A H L K P N A O R G X M A R K H I L Y O E 
Z M V I U K W K R E M � R K A B L Y P C A B 
Y P Y Z N Y Z Y U V G X Q G R E G P Q L X U  
L L 0 0 M 0 W A B D H Z G T S R R W I G M N 
P I U W C C C Q R S A V Y X Z V L Z X Y 0 R 
F N T Z X A S E D A T E X W X A R Z B Q V S  
E G H X X Y S T R U E U A Y Z P Q A A U X Y  
H T U V � U R S Q 0 R Z S L I P Q C R P E Q 
Q T T N  0 T A a; L· Y S S T  A T E Y F G I J D 
I A A T T A C K X W U Z Y O O Y Z M A N N Y  
R B O N M R Q P Y N O Z U Z X C A L Z Y Z E  
S T S U W X Y Z X A P S T O N B O V Y R O O 
;l,, 
·t 
· .. ,, , 
. l ·� 
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Appendix 
Cros sword Puzzles for Group C 
Puzzle #1 
Across 
1.  A big animal . 
2 .  Unbelievable .  
) . Siege 
4 .  Quiet , calm or sober. 
1 .  Remarkable . 
2 .  To dash , burst , or part violently 
3 · To tread down or stamp . 
4. To make a deep ,  moaning sound . 
5 · An eskimo canoe . 
6 .  Youthfulness . 
. .  
i.n,to . fragments .  
Appendix 
Puzzle #2 
Across 
1 .  An African animal with a tusk . 
4. A siege . 
5 · A noise  when in pain. 
1 ·  A small eskimo boat. 
a .  To be quiet . 
11 . To stand out . 
122lm 
2 .  
3 ·  
6 .  
9 .  
10. 
To run over something .  
A machine that 
Worth of being 
To be young. 
To dash , part , 
.1� . ,  . ,  
weaves things . 
remarked .  
burst violently. 
1/ 
• •  
Appendix 
Puzzle #J 
Across 
1. Large African animal . 
3 ·  Eskimo canoe . 
5 · Young person . 
6 .  Stepping on . 
9 • 
. ilium 
Break into many p1eoe� . 
Weaving utens il.  
1 .  Unbelievably• 
2 .  Moan . 
4 . · Siege . 
8 .  Calm and coo l .  
10 . Stands ou.t . 
\ 
J 
Append ix 
Puzzle #4 
Across 
1 .  Unusual . 
2 .  A .  large animal with a big tusk . 
3 ·  A machine for we'aving cloth . 
4.  Worthy of note or not ioe . 
5 ·  To assail with weapons . 
1 .  To stamp on . 
2 .  To damage , wreck. 
3 ·  Quiet , calm·. 
4.  An eskimo canoe . 
5 ·  To make a deep moaning sound . 
6 .  A young person. 
I 
Appendix 
Puzzles for Group D 
Can you f ind these words in the ·various puzzles that 
Group C has made for you? 
mufflers team hinder 
nickels spectacles pliers 
presence barren linger 
ai sle analogy 
Puzzle £1 
P L S I T M N P S Q L U K W X M U V Q P 0 R N A F 
R G S P E C S R R M T U J V Y U E W L M X 0 T Q L 
E D Z L D A M E T W W I U Z T B C 0 0 Q P I R B L 
S M X L I T M E I K 0 M N T A S S D N E B I Q S V 
E Y V K D M C F L F T Q L I N A E R l N L , E R T K 
N 'L M M Z R G P D I G  W G S B R L E F G S S T  U A 
C T R U A R T E E T S 0 S R C Q C T G M H W I V N 
E X K F R N K D C Q G G F Q D P A A P L I X Y A P  
L E F F X Y I A P Q W V E P E O T M F K X L Z U L  
A N A L O G Y C C N E R R A B N C Z E V Y Z K V E  
F I P E A D G .  J K X M 0 p 0 F M E Y M R E D N I H 
S Q Q R B E H K U E W T C N G L P X D A W W J R T 
T P R S C F I L V Y I V B M H K S H 0 I E V Z Z W 
M N O P Q R S T W Z R S A L I V V W C H M T O Q G 
'.t• , ,  
Puzzle /12 
A Z E .X H R V K T Q J U N E P E R D X  
C B A R R E N N F Y T P C G R S Y G N 
B L F X P E E I D A Z N 0 M 0 H F N G 
D A G E V U V Y L D E Y W R P G C T Y  
F N I F R Q C I X S N Z A H C N 0 V 0 
I A V M G A N C E D U E. M X L Z T Q E 
P L I E R S H E R M I S T T I H W V R 
G 0 K U J D P C S L I N G E R W H I � V· 
Q G G  I R O A E F R I G A A V E D S A  
I Y L P C G W X C  N 0 Z I M V A TC R H 
X H C H D R U S T T B N A S H V I L L 
S B 0 0 D M E L S i A T' L Y Q M L T H 
A A L C  Q L N E I Q R C P E P A J  E I  
U R K A H S 0 K U D R  Z . L V D Y Z X D 
Y R T ·r P R P C T 0 P S R E L F F U M 
C N M 0 J A I I R P E H u · x S V W R E 
N V I L L H I N D E R W O Q U E O T R  
Puzzle #3 
I S L A N P M U F F I E S R A H 
M U P. P L E R S A D B G F S P I 
F L B G A I S I U F G M A I S N 
I U M H I N D R E A K Y T L S P 
P T S H L S A I S L Y V W V E E  
N L J Q E V Z L P A M A I G L R 
M P I A M L S E 0 H S E H U A G 
0 I L E U B F H 0 G S 0 R F T A 
P E 0 U R G T · U G L Y L 0 X C  A 
Z R Y H I N D E T I I D J K E T 
C C H M A E T C X P P P H Q P F 
S E L V W X O B A R R E N S T P  
T R C H A W Y J K M E P L W M A 
P N E Y P E R C E P G P I R K R 
E P H A I L I B. A R N E S P S N 
S I A H L S B A R R E P S X Q L 
F G G A S E L F G M L H Y S N V 
V J A I N 0 M E B A R R R R K J 
X I E M A P J · A K A M  E S E A S  
I L R T Y K A F P C N & H I P Y 
L M A T Q U N C E H I V U L M Q 
C P R E S E N C E H K N H P Z U  
. 
)� 
. -:-�, ·�. 
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Appendix 
Crossword Puzzles for Group D 
Puzzle #1 
Across 
2 .  A likeness between two things quite different in 
their nature .· 
4 .  The faot o f  being i n  a certain place.  
5 ·  Bare 
7 • Something that deadens noises .  
9 . To keep behind . 
1 .  Eyeglasses . 
3 · To be slow. 
4 .  Tools .  
\ 
\ / 
\ I  
6 .  A group or persons at work , play , etc . 
8.  Silver-white metals .  
' l  
'J· 
' .. . 
· ,  
Puzzle #2 
Acros s  
? . The state of being ·prese�t . 
8 ,  People working tog�ther . 
9 ·  Eyeglasses . 
10 . A walkway . 
11 . To hold back. 
122lm 
1 .  Flat , where nothing i s  growing. 
2 .  A eo1n worth f 1v& oenta . 
) •  Par� of a oar . 
4. A compari son . 
5 · To preve-pt . 
1 
l' . 
. ..... 
l 
'I __/ 
Puzzle #3 1 
Across 
1 .  A flat plain with no vegetation. 
) . Type of glasses . 
?. Tools . 
8 .  A device to reduce noises . 
10 . To prevent . 
11 . To be behind . 
2 .  A coin worth f ive cents . 
4.  Attending 
5 . A group of people that compete against other people . 
6 .  Making comparisons. 
9 .  A walkway. 
. ...... 
' -
Appendix 
Le sson Number Nine 
O b J ectives 
1 .  Stpdent s will be able to list words in 
alphabet ical order in the i r  own dict ionary . 
2 . Word meanings will be entered into their 
own dictionaries by the student . 
j .  Using thesauruse� and dict ionarie s  students 
will be able to work in teams to see which t eam can 
f ind the most synonyms for each list word .  
Procedure 
Words li sted on the chalkboard wi ll be introduced 
and pronounced by the instructor . Then the student s 
will pronounc e the word s . The words pre sented in thi s 
lesson will be incorporated into the student s '  own 
dictionary . Student s will be divided into two teams . 
Each team will have a s pec ific amount of time in which 
to f ind as many synonyms as possible for each word iri 
the l i st .  A pri z e  will be awarded to the winning team . 
Evaluat ion 
Student dict ionaries will 'be checked by the instruc­
tor . A star will be plac ed on a chart upon completion 
of the assignment . 
· -. 
i 
. .  
' 
' I  
l . I 
' 
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Appendix 
Lesson Number Nine 
Categori zed Word Li st Random Word List 
Worrt s that Descr�be 
1 .  downwind 1, -solemnly 
2 .  stacked 2 .  surgeon 
) . genuine ) . innards 
4. 1ntr1cate 4 .  invent ed 
5 ·  forked 5 ·  rifle 
6 .  f irm 6 .  ravages 
7 ·  ochre 7 ·  .. s.lung 
B .  innards 8 .  mead 
9 .  assoc iate 
1 0 .  instantly 
. 11 .  vault 
12 . forked 
• ..... 
!. 
I 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Ten r 
Ob.1ect1ves 
1 .  Students wtll be abie to li st words in 7-
alphabetical order in their own dictionary . 
2 .  Students w1 11 be able to pronounce ·- words as 
written on the chalkb.oard . 
) .  Students wi ll be . able to make a set of match­
ing vocab'u.lary cards in order to play a- game si·milar 
to  "Go Fi sh" or "Old Maid" . 
4. Sets of cards made by students will be self 
correcting.  
Procedure 
Words li sted on the chalkboard will be introduced 
and pronounced by the instructor. Then the students 
wi ll pronounce the words . Words presented in this 
lesson will be placed in students •  own dictionari es 
according to alphabetical order. Eight to twelve 1ndex 
cards ( Jx5 ) will be passed out to students .  Each card 
will be cut in half . On each half of the card the 
word will be written.  One card will be turned over.  
On the reversed �ide , the definition of the word on the 
, .....  
front side will be written.  In thi s  way �he students 
may form teams . The cards with just the word on one 
side will be placed in the c ent er of a table or on the 
floor with the word face down . Students will have 
eight to twelve cards ( with both the word and def in1.-­
t1on )  dealt to them . Next , students take turns ran­
domly selecting cards from pile to make matches . 
Student s may make up own rules , et cetera. 
Evaluation 
Student dictionaries will be checked .by the 
instructor. As each student completes his/her set of 
vocabulary card s ,  the cards will be checked by the 
instructor. Upon completion of the activity a star 
will be placed on a chart . 
· .. '�, 
Appendix 
Lesson Number Ten 
Cates;o;tized Wor2 L�gJc Jiandom wom List 
Feelings d� 
1 ,  laughter 1 .  peasants 
2 ,  wounded 2 .  c�lculated i ' 0  "'"' , .... ,, 
3 ·  bewi ldered J , merge � 4 4. excitement 4. yearning -5·  concerned s. ornaments 
' 
6 ,  agony 6 .  realm J j 
7 ·  sedate 7 ·  leopard 
,, 
',', 
s .  sensational 8 ,  thickets ' 
1 
9.  succes s I 
10 . domes 
11.  timber 
12 . bi scuits 
·-. 
Appendix C 
Raw Sco�es From Vocabular7 
Pretest and Posttest 
• •  
·-. 
Append1x 
Girls - Categorized Boys - Categorized 
Pre Te:st Post Test Pre Test Post T�tat 
1 .  84 92 1 .  8 0  68 
2 .  84 92 2 .  60 92 
) . 68 96 ) .  52 60 
4.  80 84 4 .  48 88 
5 · 80 92 5 o  76 84 
6 .  76 80 6 .  6 8  88 
1 · 72 88 1 ·  56 76 
B .  68 88 8 .  84 100 
9 · 60 88 9 .  64 64 
10 . 44 48 10 . 76 92 
11 . 68 76 1 1 .  72 96 
12 . 76 88 12 . 80 80 
1 ) . 64 64 1) .  64 72 
14. 48 77 14. 60 92 
1 5 .  60 88 1 5 .  7 2  8 8  
16 . 76 88 16 . 72 72 
17. 64 88 1 7 .  60 80 
18 . 76 80 · 1a .  60 92 
19 . 56 1 80 19. 60 88 
:...., 
;1,, ? 
'.1;--
Z6 Zl 
•-trz 
96 91. 
,, •
(z 
fr9 Zl ·zz 
99 09 •tz 09 Zl •tz 
Z6 fr9 ·oz 09 09 •oz 
• .  
Appendix 
Girls - Random Bo;ys - RandOJB 
Pre Test Post '!'est Pre Test Post Test-
1 . 76 88 1 .  64 84 
2 .  80 84 2 .  76 92 
3 ·  84 92 ) . 72 7 2  
4 .  80 100 4. 56 84 
5 · 76 100 5 · 64 84 
6 .  72 100 6 .  72 92 
1 ·  76 96 1 ·  84 84 
8 .  7 2 76 a • . 68 84 
9 .  68 100 9 · 72 100 
10 . 68 88 10 . 80 84 
1 1 .  60 80 1 1 .  76 92 
12, 72 96 12 . 80 92 
1 ) .  60 92 1) .  84 96 
14 . 80 92 14. 60 88 
1 5 .  64 64 1 _5  • .  80 100 
16 . 76 88 16 . 76 76 
17 . 68 96 17 . 84 88 
18. 72 96 · 18. 80 88 
19. 60 I 84 19. 80 88 
. ..... 
.lJ � ·;� 
Appendix 
Girls - Random .aoys - Random 
Pre Test Post Test Pre Test Post Teat 
20 . 72 84 20.  80 88 
. 2 1 .  64 96 
22 . 72 88 
2) . 60 · 96 
··� 
···� 
